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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS SPORTS BIKES

These assembly instructions contain guidelines for the proper assembly and maintenance of this new bicycle 
(read these instructions before assembling and using this equipment). Assembly should only be done by adults. 
Keep this manual for future reference. Carefully remove the protective packaging. Make sure there isn’t a 
screw left in the protective cover before you throw it away.

- We hope you have a lot of fun with your new bike!
 

This manual applies to all of our AMIGO Bicycles. Our bicycles comply with the established European NEN standards 

ISO 4210 and EN 16054. Please note that a manufacturer’s liability is excluded in case of careless use of this 
bicycle. 

You must wear suitable clothing and closed-toe shoes when riding this bicycle. AMIGO Bicycles also recommends 

wearing a bicycle helmet. Take the bike out of the packaging and collect all the parts together. Check to make sure you 

have all the parts. Store the manual somewhere safe.



Preparation
Always assemble the bike on a carpet or other soft surface to prevent damage in case the bike falls. After you have 
assembled the bike completely, it is important to adjust it to your body height so that you can keep a good riding 
position. You will need the following tools for final assembly:

1. Wrenches 8 to 15
2. Allen wrench set
3. Spoke wrench
4. Screwdriver
5. Socket wrench 14/15
6. PTFE spray
7. Ball-bearing grease

1. Mounting the front wheel and mudguard
1. Turn the front fork half a turn forwards so that the 

arms are pointing forward.
2. Unscrew the nuts on the outside of the front wheel.
3. Slide the wheel between the front fork and place the 

mudguard between them.
4. Place the mudguard rods on the outside of the fork, 

next to the ring with tab.
5. Now tighten all the nuts on the front wheel.
6. Then attach the mudguard to the front fork. Screw 

the attachment point to the front fork.

2. Wheel mounting with quick release system
1. Place the wheel in the front fork.
2. Turn the nut [1] to adjust the tension of the control lever [2].
3. Adjust the tension so that the lever starts to tense when it is half closed.
4. Close the lever. If you can’t close it properly, loosen the end of the nut a little and try again.
5. Check that the wheel is securely in place.



3. Assembling a BMX bike with stunt pegs
Note: Stunt pegs are not included with all BMX bikes, in many cases they only come with freestyle BMX bikes. The bike 
is equipped with a screw hole or tubes on the rear axle so you can slide the stunt pegs over them.

Mounting with screw hole
1. Screw the stunt peg straight into the screw hole.
2. Continue until the stunt peg is completely tight.
3. Repeat for the other side.

Mounting with tubes
1. Slide the stunt peg over the tube.
2. Tighten the nut at the end of the stunt peg.
3. Repeat for the other side.

4. Assembling the steering wheel
1. Grease the stem with ball-bearing grease. This makes it easier to adjust the height 

later on and it protects against rust.
2. Lower the handlebar into the frame until mark [A] on the stem is no longer visible.
3. Tighten the handlebar with the Allen wrench [B] and place a cap over the hole if 

necessary.

Note: If the bicycle has a steering lock, the mark must be lowered at least 5 centimetres deeper into 
the steering tube. The mark needs to be below the steering lock.

5. Steering wheel with Ahead steering head
A stem with an Ahead steering head clamps directly onto the stem with two bolts. 
Follow the steps below to mount the stem on the bike.

1. Unscrew and remove the bolts [1] that hold the steering clamp plate in place.  
2. Place the middle part of the handlebar in the clamp.
3. Replace the clamp plate and bolts.
4. Check that the handlebars are set at the right angle.
5. Gradually tighten the two clamping screws by alternately tightening.
6. Tighten the stem clamp bolts evenly.
7. Adjust the steering head. First loosen the two small screws on the side [1]. Then 

use an Allen wrench to tighten the nut [2] at the top until there is no more slack. 
Then re-tighten the two small screws.



6. BMX bike handlebars
BMX bikes come with either an ordinary or Ahead steering head. Sometimes the stem has a rotor that rotates the 
handlebar 360 degrees and prevents the brake cables from getting tangled.

1. Unscrew and remove the four bolts holding the steering clamp plate.
2. Remove the top of the clamp.
3. Place the handlebar on the lower part of the clamp.
4. Make sure that both brake cables are routed through the handlebar between the top 

of the stem clamp and the horizontal support.
5. Replace the top of the clamp.
6. Adjust the handlebar to your seat height.
7. Turn the clamping bolts back in the order of 1-3-2-4.

7. Mounting the seat
1. Grease the seat post with ball-bearing grease. This makes it easier to adjust the 

height later on and it protects against rust.
2. Slide the narrow end of the seat post into the seat strap [2]  and tighten it on 

both sidest.
3. Place the seat in the frame until you can no longer see the mark on the seat 

post [1].
4. Now tighten the seat post until the seat can no longer move back and forth [3].
5. Check that the seat is upright.
6. You will adjust the seat to the correct height once the bike is fully assembled.

8. De pedalen monteren

Check on the axis of the pedals which one should be on the left and which one on the 
right. You will see an L or R mark [A] indicating the sides. If there is no L or R mark, the left 
pedal has a dash mark. NOTE: Turn the pedals straight into the crank.

1. Apply a small amount of grease to the thread of the pedal.
2. Turn the right pedal clockwise in the direction of the front wheel into crank [B]. Note: turn the pedal straight into 

the crank. It should slide in smoothly, otherwise you can break the crank and it is no longer usable.
3. Turn the left pedal counter-clockwise towards the front wheel in the crank. Note: turn the pedal straight into the 

crank. It should slide in smoothly, otherwise you can break the crank and it is no longer usable.
4. Then tighten the pedals with a spanner..



9. Checking the bottom bracket nut
On some bikes, the left crank is held in place with a bottom 
bracket nut. You should always check that it is properly 
tightened before use. There are two ways to do that:

With lock nut
1. First tighten the hex nut [B]. Turn it clockwise, to the right.
2. Then tighten the lock nut [A] - the nut with three notches.

With crank cap
3. The crank cap [C] is on the outside of the crank.
4. Remove it carefully.
5. Now tighten the bolt with a 14/15 socket wrench.
6. Replace the crank cap.

10. Adjusting the brakes (V-brake)
1. Check that the brake pads are positioned correctly on the rims by 

squeezing the front brake lever.
2. If they aren’t, loosen the retaining screws [A] a little so the brake 

pads can move.
3. Adjust the brake pads so that they are straight on the rim. That 

means the entire length of the brake pad should meet the rim 
flange when you squeeze the brake.

4. Tighten the bolts and check to make sure the brake pads are 
positioned correctly. Repeat these steps for the rear brake as well.

11. Adjusting brake cables
1. Loosen the locking nut [A] on the front brake.
2. Squeeze the brake lever halfway and loosen the adjusting screw [B]. 

Do this until the wheel locks..
3. Release the brake and check to make sure the wheel rotates freely.
4. Then re-tighten the locking nut.

If this does not work, proceed to step 5:

5. Loosen the locking nut and adjusting screw.
6. Loosen the nut [C] on the brake with an Allen wrench.
7. Press the brake blocks [D] against the rim.
8. Now tighten the inner cable [E], so that the blocks remain against 

the rim.
9. Re-tighten the nut and repeat steps two, three, and four.
10. Repeat these steps for the rear brake if necessary.
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12. Centring the front and rear brakes
1. Turn the adjusting screw [F] to increase or decrease the clearance between the brake pad and the rim. These 

spaces must be the same as each other to keep the wheel from locking during cycling.

13. Disc brake adjustment
1. If necessary, remove the plastic between the brake pads.
2. Loosen the socket screws on the brake calliper at the front wheel so that 

    you can move the calliper up and down.
3. Squeeze the front brake. The brake calliper will automatically move to the 

      correct position on the brake disk.
4. Tighten the Allen screws while pressing the brake lever.
5. Release the brake lever and check that the wheel has enough clearance.
6. Repeat for the rear wheel.

14. Adjusting the pinch brakes
1. Screw the adjusting screw [1] to the middle position.
2. Loosen the locking nut on the clamp bolt [2].
3. Push the brake pads against the rim.
4. Squeeze the brake lever.
5. Pull the cable through the clamp.
6. Tighten the clamp bolt.
7. Release the brake.
8. Tune the adjustment using the fine tuner on the brake lever.

15. Chain tensioning without chain tensioners
1. Turn the bike upside down. This makes it easier to tension the chain.
2. Loosen the rear wheel nuts a few turns. The 

shaft should stay lightly clamped.
3. Now loosen the retaining screw on the brake 

arm bracket [A].
4. If the chain tension is too low, pull the wheel 

backwards. Tighten the wheel nuts.
5. If the chain tension is too high, push the wheel 

forward. Tighten both wheel nuts.
6. Check to make sure the chain now has the 

proper tension.
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7. Make sure the wheel is in the centre of the rear fork and tighten all the wheel nuts
8. Mount the cover or fit the cloth around the chain.
9. Tighten the mounting bolt of the brake arm bracket.

16. Chain tensioning with chain tensioners
1. Loosen the wheel nuts [A] one turn.
2. Then loosen the retaining screw [B] on the torque arm bracket [C].
3. If the chain is too tight, turn both chain 

tensioners the same number of turns to the left.
4. If the chain is too loose, turn the chain tensioners 

the same number of turns clockwise.
5. Check to make sure the chain is now properly 

tensioned.
6. Make sure that the wheel is positioned correctly 

in the centre of the rear fork. 
7. Mount the cover or fit the cloth around the 

chain. 
8. Tighten the wheel nuts and mounting bolt on 

the torque arm bracket.

17. Adjusting brake cables for BMX with rotor
1.   Use the brake lever [1] and the cable splitter adjusters [2] to eliminate the 

slack on the brake lever.
2.    Tighten the upper adjusting screws [3] evenly until the plate no longer 

drops when the handlebar is turned.
3.   Set the lower plate [4] so that there is at least 1 mm of slack at the end 

of the cables [5]. Adjust the cables so that there is equal tension on both 
cables when the brake is applied.

4.   Finally, check that all the locking nuts on the adjuster are fully tightened.

18. Lubricating the chain
Lubricate the chain with PTFE spray before use. This allows the chain to run smoothly and silently across the gears, 
while also providing necessary protection.

1. Turn the bike upside down.
2. Spray the PTFE spray on the chain while turning the pedals.
3. Stop spraying when the chain has completed a full revolution.
4. Allow the spray to soak in for a day and then lightly wipe down the chain with a clean rag.



19. Adjusting the front and rear derailleur
The gears are set at the factory. However, they may not be properly adjusted. If you hear the chain rattling or if the bike 
is difficult to pedal in low gear and vice versa, you will need to adjust the derailleur again. 
1. Turn the black knob [A] where the cable enters the derailleur. If it still isn’t properly adjusted, follow the steps 

below.

Note: Hang the bike while adjusting the derailleur so that you can adjust the derailleur with one hand and turn the 
pedals with the other.  

Adjusting the rear derailleur
1. Make sure the chain is on the smallest gear at the rear wheel and on 

the largest gear at the bottom bracket by putting it in the highest gear.
2. Manually pull the derailleur cable to the proper tension and screw it 

in [B].
3. If the chain does not run smoothly over the gear, adjust it with the 

adjusting screw [H]. Turn the adjusting screw [L] clockwise until the 
chain runs smoothly over the smallest gear.

4. Now shift to the lowest gear. Adjust the derailleur to the largest blade 
on the rear gear.

5. Turn the adjusting screw [H] clockwise until the chain also runs 
smoothly over the largest blade. 

Adjusting the front derailleur
Note: The outside of the front derailleur must be parallel to the large 
blade.

1. Set the chain on the small front blade at the bottom bracket and the large blade at the rear wheel.
2. Use the adjustment screw [L] to adjust the front derailleur so that it is 2 mm from the chain.
3. Now put the chain on the large front blade and the small blade on the rear wheel.
4. Use the [H] adjustment screw to adjust the derailleur inwards so that it is 2 millimetres from the derailleur. 

20. Camshaft wheels
Note: The wheels must be checked before you start using the bike. By adjusting the spokes, you prevent pulsing in the 
wheel. Use a spoke wrench to do this.

Adjusting the hub gear with three gears
1. Put the bike in second gear.
2. Then check whether the yellow bar on the switch unit is situated between the two white stripes. The switch unit is 

located at the rear wheel on the side of the chain guard.
3. When the bar is over or in front of the white stripes, loosen the nut that sits against the switch unit, where the cable 

enters the switch unit. 
4. Now turn the adjusting screw until the yellow bar is again between the white stripes. 
5. Re-tighten the nut.
6. Switch gear a few times while cycling and check whether the bar remains between the lines.



Hub gear with seven and eight gears
1. Put the bike in fourth gear.
2. Next, check at the switch unit whether the two yellow or red stripes are directly opposite each other. The switch 

unit is located on the side by the axle of the rear wheell.
3. If the stripes are not opposite each other, turn the adjusting screw until this is the case. The adjusting screw is 

located at the handlebar where the cable enters the turning handle.
4. Switch gear a few times while cycling and check whether the bar remains between the lines. 

21. Camshaft wheels
Note:  The wheels must be checked before you start using the bike. By adjusting the spokes, you prevent pulsing in the 
wheel. Use a spoke wrench to do this.

1. Check that all spokes are evenly tensioned by lightly squeezing two spokes.
2. If one or more spokes are not evenly tensioned, they should be tightened.
3. Tighten the loose spokes by half a turn and check again.
4. Wait a month and then check all the spokes again.

22. Maintenance
Of course you want to enjoy your new bike for as long as you can, and maintenance plays an important role in ensuring 
a long and happy life for your bike.

1. The components of a new bike can expand or stretch during use. So have the bike adjusted by a bicycle repair shop 
two to three months after purchase and take it in for a tune-up every year. 

2. Regularly check to make sure all bolts are tightened properly.
3. Check that all of the spokes are tight.
4. Regularly check the tyres to make sure they are properly aired. A low tyre runs harder and the tread wears faster. 

It also increases the risk of a puncture. So make sure you inflate the tyres every three to four weeks.
5. When inflating the tyres, check them immediately for cracks and wear. The rear tyre often wears out faster than the 

front tyre because it’s where the drive comes from. 
6. Clean your bike regularly with warm water, mild liquid soap, and a cotton rag. This prevents erosion and rust. Never 

use a high-pressure sprayer and prevent moisture from getting into the front suspension.
7. Spray the chain regularly with silicone spray after cleaning. Grease all bolts with Vaseline. Aluminium, chrome, and 

steel parts should be greased with acid-free Vaseline to prevent rust. Give the rest of the bike an extra protective 
layer with silicone spray.

8. Check your lights regularly. If necessary, replace the bulb or batteries.

23. E-bike maintenance
An e-bike needs the same kind of maintenance as a normal bike. The battery does not need extra maintenance, but you 
can extend its life span by taking good care of it. Below are some tips to keep the battery in top condition:
1. You should charge the battery regularly, even if you aren’t using it as often. Make sure that the battery is never 

completely discharged for extended periods of time. If you use the battery often, discharge it regularly.
2. The battery doesn’t do as well at colder temperatures. So during the winter, always store and charge it at room 

temperature.  



24. Recommended maintenance
When you first start to ride your bike, some parts may develop a bit of slack, such as the spokes and gear cables. We 
recommend that you have a professional check your bike after two to three months of use. By maintaining your bike 
regularly, it will last longer and you’re guaranteed many safe miles of cycling.   

Warranty
This is the legal warranty. Damage caused by misuse, violence, improper maintenance, or normal wear and tear are 
not covered by the warranty.

1. There is a ten-year warranty on the frame and front fork.
2. There is a five-year warranty on the paint on rust from the inside.
3. There is a one-year warranty on all parts except the tyres.

The pictures in this manual are intended to serve as a guide. The pictures may vary depending on the type of bike you 
purchased.

THOM SALES B.V.OM, Rootven 19-22, 5531 MB Bladel, The Netherlands.


